
Part 1: A small into to the history and origins of R | Basic concepts of R language 

 

Lecture part: Historical perspective of R language. The main creators of R language – Ross Ihaka 

& Robert Gentleman: Past and Future of the language. General comparison of R and SPSS (with 

focus on UI, core engine and functionality). Main advantages and drawbacks of R and SPSS for 

statistical and qualitative data analysis. Language S as a predecessor of R: main stages of 

development and the role or R in that. Types of R realizations: CRAN-R and MRAN: overview of 

difference. A small intro to OOP and Functional Programming: why R is unique. Overview of basic 

commands and the linkage with OOP & Functional paradigms. 

 

Seminar part: What is R and Rstudio inside. Overview of R console and R-Studio. Defining the 

main advantages of Rstudio over R console. Starting a work flow in Rstudio: R projects, basic 

setups. Setting up a workspace using Rstudio. Outlining specifications of MS Windows, macOS and 

GNU/Linux about directory structures, main principles of directory location. The role of R projects 

in this case. Defining an «environment». 2 types of environment and how they affect the workflow. 

Defining «packages» in R: how to apply a package, how to install, how to load. Outlining regular 

errors while working with packages system in R. Looking for help: 5 ways of searching for 

solutions in the Net. Defining problems with Google search engine in case of R errors. The 

importance of built-in documentation and CRAN search databases. How to create and load a R 

script. Simple steps and principles of code organization in R. Defining an «object» in various cases. 

 

Part 2: Data types and objects extended 

 

Lecture part: In a lecture part the talk is about several type of data storage and representation in R 

language: what is a vector, a matrix, a list with a special attention on their usage and advantages. 

Data.Frame as a Swiss knife for storing table-based data. One of the most useful data type in R is 

list – a powerful object for storing big data structures. A small talk about types of exception formats: 

NULL, NA, NaN, ±Inf. Main types of variables representation: a numeric variable, a factor variable, 

a character variable. How can we modify and change variable's representation in R. 

 

Seminar part: How to start, save and load an R script inside R project. Consideration the 

assignment operator “←” and its features. Working with vectors, matrices, lists. Consider the 

advantages of using lists in a workflow. Learning 2 ways of loading packages in R: lazy mode and 

normal mode. Consideration the hidden features of “NA” in various cases. Trying to create a 

numeric vector, a factor and a character vector. Learning how to convert data from one 

variable/object type to another. Consideration of data filtering with a focus of Data.Frame structures. 

Basic types of Exploratory data analysis: trying to use built-in and external libraries for the first 

overview of data structures: str(), summary(), Hmisc::describe(), skimr::skim().  

 

Part 3: The Rmarkdown and its internals 

 

Lecture part: We talk about the genesis of RMarkdown: its linkage with Markdown mark-up 

language. Outline the basic principles of reporting and presentation creation using RMarkdown. 

Define the core structure of a typical RMarkdown document. 

 



Seminar part: Trying to use as many format options as possible. Pointing out problems with image 

support in RMarkdown and effective practices. Consideration of the reporting process using R and 

RMarkdown. 

 

Part 4: Deepening into statistics: custom packages and best practices for deep-

EDA 

 

Lecture part: In this part we define the main strategies for producing effective exploratory data 

analysis using descriptive statistics, basic classification techniques and some of machine learning 

algorithms: linear and logistic regression, decision trees. Learning how to plot basic plots using R 

built-in functions and ggplot2 package. 

 

Seminar part: installing packages for basic machine learning and plotting. Obtaining large datasets 

of MS Excel and IBM SPSS formats. Consideration of EDA with plots and statistical outputs. 

Trying to formulate a regression model and get an output. Looking at the basic concepts behind 

decision tree algorithm. 
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Technical requirements: 

 A personal laptop with Windows, macOS or GNU/Linux on classes 

 An internet connection for downloading and installing libraries and modules 

 A projector for showing course material 

 

Software requirements: 

 Windows, macOS or GNU/Linux 

 R/Rstudio installed, Anaconda Python Community installed 

 LaTeX installed 

 LibreOffice installed and configured 

https://cran.r-project.org/doc/manuals/r-release/R-intro.pdf
https://cran.r-project.org/doc/manuals/r-release/R-intro.pdf

